Preachers or Teachers
Regardless your person, community, rich or poor, near or afar, known or unknown success and or failure
stories are desired, loved, misunderstood, secretly or flat out hated.
As individuals starting with the reflection in the mirror we must acknowledge facts that (1) it’s too easy to judge
in a judgmental society that hates being judged, and (2) regardless of who or what we judge, the dynamics can
easily be adjusted to perfectly fit the one who judges.
Life is full of great preachers and teachers, however the preachers excel and the teachers are
underappreciated in far too many ways.
Although the greater majority of us chase vehicles of stability and success, all of us are familiar with struggles
and pain. In fact the greater majority of us are more familiar with pain than we are with success stories.
Great preachers many times are perceived as opportunists with an uncanny ability to create a following via
experiences, a great conversation, charisma and a vision.
A great teacher may or may not be educated but is humility driven experienced and are hands on to take on
tasks to enhance the quality of peoples places & things.
A great teacher is also extremely versatile with an uncanny ability and willingness to travel as high or as low to
reach the desired class of students no matter the situation or location to grab the desired hand with warmth
and comfort that simply says it is okay to accompany them back to the healthy space of self-esteem while
gaining and strengthening weaknesses and reinforcing strengths.
Regardless of what you did or who you were yesterday to assist today for a more fulfilling tomorrow so ask
yourself; are my actions that of a great teacher or a great preacher.
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